Recent advances in the recovery of metals from waste through biological processes.
Wastes containing critical metals are generated in various fields, such as energy and computer manufacturing. Metal-bearing wastes are considered as secondary sources of critical metals. The conventional physicochemical methods of metals recovery are energy-intensive and cause further pollution. Low-cost and eco-friendly technologies including biosorbents, bioelectrochemical systems (BESs), bioleaching, and biomineralization, have become alternatives in the recovery of critical metals. However, a relatively low recovery rate and selectivity severely hinder their large-scale applications. Researchers have expanded their focus to exploit novel strain resources and strategies to improve the biorecovery efficiency. The mechanisms and potential applicability of modified biological techniques for improving the recovery of critical metals need more attention. Hence, this review summarize and compare the strategies that have been developed for critical metals recovery, and provides useful insights for energy-efficient recovery of critical metals in future industrial applications.